ACROSS
1 How doctor describes male patient’s cosmetic treatment? (8)
5 Excerpt from Gypsy Chorus used for film (6)
9 Stake holds back European animal (8)
10 Fancy some bits of cake? (6)
12 Speaker’s downfall is to predominate (5)
13 Harry Potter’s beginning to charm a viewer (9)
14 Pure heroin found in class (6)
16 Perform Bach and Prokofiev’s final trios with energy (7)
18 Calls for offal right away (7)
20 Receiver of Shakespearean spirit, so they say (6)
22 Accompaniment to lamb is nice – a must when cooking (4,5)
23 Place secured by mimic for Pippin? (5)
24 River surrounds fashionable place to go (6)
25 Business has private gallery to consider (8)
26 Did some gardening, keeping horse cornered (6)
27 Final word one and all oddly ignored (8)

DOWN
1 Inadequate male meets a bore (6)
2 I don’t want things disturbed yet (15)
3 Introducing 50 Cent? That’s him (5)
4 Sally’s on about current job (7)
6 Extremely stout person heaving a brick (9)
7 Aussie’s attempt to deceive won’t hamper a crew at sea (4,3,3,5)
8 Upstanding cleric’s after new robes, one notices (8)
11 US city expels young female star (4)
15 Having eaten joints, Mum needs a gym to get trim (9)
17 It is truly endless insolence (8)
19 Swiftly move missile (4)
20 One colouring is an organic solvent (7)
21 Revoke article in disgust (6)
23 Man wants a kiss on principle (5)

Solution 15,829
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